
HISTRlO-PROT63/4OMC - “MS-Optical Historical Series Collection #1"

PFOTAR is an anastigmat lens oesionec by Rudolph of Zeiss in 1890.

亨aS響付 on the FPOTAR. l have. designed a new lens i‘iiSTRO-PROT 6.3/40 MC

av imp'ov'ng/axiusting its Spherical Surface distortion. image curve. and

2311:. Those improved conditions can he soon n the ‘igures below. in

articular. the rrminrized color distortion of this new lens is remarkable.

l occided to design this lens as l was inspired/charmed by a photo of a

oeautn‘u: lotus ‘lcwcr taken by Mr. A of Osaka using PROTA lens. The original

っR〇TA lens however is a dark lens with HZ - l8. I managed successfully to

npfove its brightness up to f6.3 by using a high refraction glass. while the

original lens characteristics of and taste of PROTA being maintained.

^ H'STRO-F’ROTBBMO MC has been newlv created as MS—Optlcal‘s Historical

:eries Collection iii. This new lens exceeds Gauss/Tessor. and Ape lens. The

"EW 'e「s has a Simple form of 2-4P with multi—coating on all the spheres.

麦eauゴ凧 and ir‘lr‘O__Cent color development is obtained with this lens. As

JJSt「at召d In the Mil: chart sufficieri- contrast and resolution are obtained at

full open. Diffraction limit is 70% at f8. and reaches 100% at fー 1 Spot size is

T'u at the lens cant-er: 10/; at middle range: l4u at peripheral. At fl 1, it is

27-10;; at all areas of the lens Between fiB—fzz. contrast would be lowered

due to diffraction.

Hl"RO-PROT6.3/4O MC is a light compact pancake type lens. It is ideal as

macro Iens wit minimized distortion. and suitable to take snap photos or

scenery photography.

SEES F IEDQELS

— Leica M一髑〇U「て

p昆C'^ type `弓^二 5.3/42: _

一 4 pieces in 2 group: 4 spheres full multl coating

- Focusing: on - 600m approx: Interlocking movement: on - 0.85

- Dimensions: «550 x 16.4

一 Weight 459: Set weight60g

~ Filter: (2522.5 Pitch 0.75
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MS—Qotica' Euturemagma卿縄 〝 ニ
#2) DAGOR 6.3/40: #3) ELNOSTER 18/50: #4) PETVAL 2/58; #5) PLANAR

3.7/50 (Original) '
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